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INTRODUCTION

This is a partial report on an economic study of the citrus
industry in Florida, conducted by the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, United States Department of Agriculture, in co-
operation with the College of Agriculture, University of Florida.
The report has particular reference to owners of citrus proper-
ties in Florida who reside outside of the state. Primarily, its
object is to present data obtained from absentee owners them-
selves relative to costs, returns and general grove information,
in order that an absentee owner may have data for comparisons
of his own property with those of other absentee owners, and
that contemplating purchasers may have information for their
guidance.

To carry out this objective, questionnaires' were mailed to
more than 1,000 out-of-state owners of citrus properties in the
summer of 1930. The questionnaire asked for data relative
to costs of operating groves and receipts therefrom for the
six seasons 1924-25 to 1929-30, inclusive; costs of developing
groves; date of purchase of property; age of trees at the time
of purchase; plantings made since purchasing; terms of pay-
ment for purchases; method of selling fruit; who determines
the method; with whom the selling agency settles; such general
information as occupation, trade, or profession of owner;
whether or not he visits his property; and if so, the frequency
and the extent of his visits. In several instances remarks were
offered by those replying to the questionnaire, either as to the
Florida citrus industry in general, or to their own properties
in particular.

In response to the questionnaire, 477 absentee owners re-
plied, giving all or a portion of the data and information re-
quested. An appreciable number of the absentee owners in
1930 had bought their properties within the previous six years,
and of course had data only for the years they had owned the
property. Some, even though they had owned properties dur-
ing the previous six years, had available records for only some
of the years-those for the other years having been lost or
destroyed. The replies from several of the owners were com-

SSee copy of questionnaire, pages 30-32.


